This item only applies to modification of contract orders. It modifies the contract order no. as described in item 14.

A. This change order is issued pursuant to: (specify authority) the changes set forth in item 14 and made in the contract order no. in item 10.

B. The above numbered contract order is modified to reflect the administrative changes (such as changes in paying officer, appropriation date, etc.) set forth in item 14, pursuant to the authority of FAR 13.102(b).

C. This supplemental agreement is entered into pursuant to authority of:

X Bilateral modification per agreement

D. Important: Contractor is not required to sign this document and return copies to the issuing office.

DUNS Number: 112518001
COR: Greg Reyes
PHONE: (301) 504-7220
EMAIL: grayes@cpsc.gov

Modification No. 0017 to Inter-Agency Agreement (IAG) CPSC-I-11-0012 is hereby issued to replace modification 0016 in its entirety.

Modification 0017 is issued to continue services through May 31, 2017 to deplete the remaining funds that are still available from FY16.

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

Continued...

10A. NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (type or print):

10B. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (type or print):

Rudy H. Johnson

10C. CONTRACTOR/DEPORER

10D. DATE SIGNED

9/25/16

10E. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

10F. SIGNATURE OF CONCLUDING OFFICER

9/25/16
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